LEARN. SPEAK OUT. SAVE LIVES.

TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL CAKE WARS EVENT

Lead an event where teams compete to design creative and theme appropriate cakes. As you begin, remember that teal is the color used for ovarian cancer awareness and pink is the color used for breast cancer awareness.

Take the Cake at Your Cake Wars Event!

1. Assemble a team of 3-5 student leaders to chair the event and divide responsibilities.
2. Schedule the date of your event. Make sure it does not conflict with any other campus events. Let us know so we can promote it and post on our website!
3. Reserve a central location on campus for the event based on expected number of participants, table size, and check-in.
4. Order free Sharsheret giveaways and educational materials.
5. Contact local sponsors to help with event costs and supplies – local bakeries, campus dining halls, and supermarkets.
6. Purchase Cake Wars essentials – cakes, decorating tools, frosting, and toppings.
7. Invite a local breast or ovarian cancer survivor to share her story. We can help find you a local speaker!
8. Pick a theme for your Cake Wars such as school pride or Sharsheret Pink Day.
9. Publicize your event and invite friends through social media, word of mouth, flyers, and e-mail blasts. Encourage friends to register as a team using a Google Doc to sign-up.
10. Decorate the event space with colored tablecloths, napkins, and streamers. The more pink or teal the better!
11. Begin the event with a welcome speech, introduce the judges and speaker, and give instructions.
12. Allow 40 minutes of the event for cake decoration, announce the winners, and then eat!
13. Take photos and videos and tag @sharsheretofficial on your Instagram story!

Suggested Ingredients:

½ to 1 whole sheet cake (make sure the cakes come on trays), cupcakes or cookies; ½ to 1 gallon of white frosting per cake; Frosting knives; Frosting bags and tips; Spare plastic knives; Bowls for mixing frosting; Food coloring; Sprinkles – rainbow sprinkles, chocolate sprinkles, and crystal sugar sprinkles; Chocolate chips; Graham crackers or another cookie that is easy to use for building; Candies like gushers, and jelly beans; Plastic gloves; Plastic aprons.
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